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Abstract: A Cartan geometry of the General Linear symmetry is formulated by dividing out the
displacements from the group. The resulting action is quadratic in curvature, polynomial in all the
(minimal) variables, and describes an observer space that, in the symmetry-broken phase, reproduces
the predictions of General Relativity in the presence of dark matter.
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All energy and momentum source gravity. Alone due to this observation one naturally entertains
the idea that ”gravity is that field which corresponds to a gauge invariance with respect to displacement
transformations” [1]. It is often considered that torsion Ta is the field strength of displacements. However,
since the coframe one-form ea = ta + Dxa [2] is the displacement gauge potential ta only up to the
covariant derivative, D = d+ω where ω is the Lorenz connection, of a coordinate-scalar xa, the torsion
[3]
Ta = Dea = Dta − Rbaxb , (1)
is equal to the displacement field strength, Ta = Dta, only if the curvature Rab = Dωab vanishes i.e. only
if teleparallelism, Rab = 0, is assumed. In this sense, teleparallel gravity [4] can be regarded as a gauge
theory of displacements, but so can just as well the more conventional description of gravity without
torsion, since if Ta = 0, the displacement gauge field strengthDta = Rbaxb is in turn directly proportional
to the curvature. In fact, this form is manifest in the recently discovered action that is polynomial in all
the variables and quadratic in curvature,
L = −1
2
(
1
8
x2eacbd + ixaxcηbd
)
Rab ∧ Rcd , (2)
but reproduces the predictions of General Relativity in the presence of geometrical dark matter and is
possibly capable of extending the description of spacetime into a pre-geometric phase, without invoking
any (co)frame field [5] (the four-form (2) is considered as a function of only ωab and xa). These are fresh
insights, but follow closely Cartan’s original developments [3] , where attention was directed to the case
wherein the displacement gauge potential vanishes, ta = 0. In such a case the field xa is known as the
Cartan radius vector [6]. In the context of the new theory [5] we might call it the Cartan Khronon since it
is plays the role of a symmetry-breaking field that determines the direction of time (which only exists in
the geometric, symmetry-broken phase).
Besides a Cartan-geometric, also a canonical gauge theory of displacements [7] has been taken into
reconsideration in the current literature [8,9]. A displacement transformation can be seen, from the
passive perspective, as a general coordinate transformation. Obviously, such a transformation is included
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in the GL (General Linear) transformations1. In a GL gauge connection, the displacement component is
precisely that which has neither curvature nor torsion2 [8]. The reformulation of Einstein’s theory in such
a geometrical setting which is ”purified” from all non-integrable elements allows the localisation of the
gravitational energy and the path integral formalism that does not suffer from the necessity of boundary
terms [12]. The unique property of the gravitational interaction that it can be always locally eliminated,
is reflected in the integrability of the connection [13].
Thus, both the canonical and the Cartan-geometric approaches to gauge theory of displacements
suggest that Dta = 0, and the physical interpretation of this is the essence of General Relativity, the
equivalence of gravity and inertia. In this note, we shall find some further connections between between
purified gravity and Cartan geometry [3,14–17]. The purpose of this note is to formulate a gauge theory
of displacements in terms of a GL-covariant (exterior) derivative D, and two symmetry-breaking fields x
and y. The spacetime metric will then be an emergent structure that only exists in the symmetry-broken
phase.
In the conventional metric-affine gauge theories of gravitation [6], besides invoking the metric as
an additional field, one gauges both the GL symmetry and displacements. In the language of Cartan
geometry, the model is G/H, where G = GA(4,R) = GL(4,R) n R4, sometimes called the general
affine group, is an inhomogenenisation of the H = GL(4,R). However, this is superfluous since the
displacements are already included in the GL as pointed out above. Actually, there are two (coupled) sets
of displacements. This can be made apparent in the spinor representation in terms of the Dirac matrices
γa which satisfy the Clifford algebra {γa,γb} = −2ηab. We have the left and the right displacements,
generated by
+
γa =
1
2
(1+ γ5) γa ,
−
γa =
1
2
(1− γ5) γa , (3)
which form two Abelian subgroups. We write the full GL connection and its curvature as
D = d+ ta
+
γa + sa
−
γa +
1
2
ωa
biσab + p
−γ5
2
+ q , F = T˜a
+
γa + S˜a
−
γa +
1
2
Rabiσab − 12 Pγ5 + Q , (4)
respectively. In this basis we may recognise the connection of conformal gauge theory [18] plus the trivial
gauge field q. Explicitly, the field strength components in (4) are
T˜a = dta −ωba ∧ tb − p ∧ ta , (5a)
S˜a = dsa +ωab ∧ sb + p ∧ sa , (5b)
Rab = dωab −ωac ∧ωcb − 2t[b ∧ sa] , (5c)
P = dp− ta ∧ sa , (5d)
Q = dq . (5e)
The nonvanishing algebra includes the Poincaré subalgebras
[σab, σcd] = 2i
(
ηc[aσb]d − ηd[aσb]c
)
, [
±
γa, σbc] = 2iηa[c
±
γb] , (6)
1 This is contrary to what was implied in Refs. [10,11]. We agree with Ref. [11] that the principal bundle of the displacement
group is not a vector bundle, since in gauge theories the fibres are actually torsors instead of groups (which though does not
change the conclusion of Ref. [10] that such a displacement bundle is topologically trivial).
2 Consider an affine connection Γαµν in the tensor representation. If without curvature, it will be given by a GL transformation
Λαβ of the zero connection as Γαµν = Λαβ∂µ(Λ
−1)βν, and if one further assumes the vanishing of torsion Tαµν = 2Γα [µν] = 0, it
follows further that Λαβ = ∂βξα, which is nothing but the Jacobian of a coordinate transformation.
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and
[
+
γa,
−
γb] = 2
(
ηab
−γ5
2
− iσab
)
, [
±
γa,
−γ5
2
] = ±±γa , (7)
is the rest of the algebra. Note in particular the presence of a 8-dimensional subgroup H generated by
σab,γ5 and the central element 1 of the Clifford algebra, which together with G = GL may define a Cartan
gauge theory modeled on G/H. More conventional 4-dimensional model geometry is achieved instead
by also including one set of displacements into the H that is then 12-dimensional. From the algebra
relations we can determine the Cartan-Killing form3. Its nonzero components dictate that
〈σabσcd〉 = 4δ[ac δb]d , 〈
+
γa
−
γb〉 = 〈
−
γa
+
γb〉 = −2ηab , 〈γ5γ5〉 = 4 . (8)
Thus we have a group-invariant definition of an inner product.
To incorporate spinors (and quantum mechanics), it is necessary to consider the group GL(4,C) over
complex numbers, since the GL(4,R) over real numbers does not have finite-dimensional spinors. It is
convenient then to take ηab = −δab (and thus, Euclidean gamma matrices). Though GL(4,C) has the
real dimension 32, we would like to point out in passing that actually, there may nothing extra in the
connection (4) if one eventually is aiming at a unification: like in Plebanski’s and Ashtekar’s gravity [19],
the spin connection is the self-dual part of ωab; like in the Cartan Khronon theory [5], the real component
of the anti-self dual part ofωab could be essentially the triad; as in the graviweak theory [20] the imaginary
component of the anti-self dual could be the SUL(2); and along the lines of Weyl’s gauge theories [21,22],
the real part of the dilaton p could gauge the scale invariance and the imaginary part the UY(1). Since
in the spinorial representation (6,7) it becomes apparent that the SL(4,C) double-covers the SO(6,C), we
have dubbed this the Conformal Affine Theory. An interesting property is that the −γ5/2 has the role
of the generator of dilatons in spacetime geometry. This hints at the connection between spatial length
scales and particle mass scales, since in quantum field theory the appearance of mass terms for matter
fields occur via left-right couplings. In this note, however, our focus is on gravity and the displacements
(3).
We now begin the Cartan construction with two spacetime scalars x = xa
+
γa and y = ya
−
γa,
e = t +Dx =
[
ta + (d− p) xa −ωbaxb
]
+
γa + sax
aγ5 + 2saxbiσab , (9a)
@ = s +Dy =
[
sa + (d+ p) ya +ωabyb
] −
γa − tayaγ5 + 2tbyaiσab . (9b)
Only in the gauge t = 0 the @ becomes a conventional frame field for any y, and only in the gauge s = 0
the e becomes a conventional coframe field for any x. The availability of these gauge choices requires that
T˜ = 0 and S˜ = 0, respectively. The torsion and cotorsion are
T = De =
(
T˜a − Rbaxb − Pxa
)
+
γa +
(
sa ∧ ta + S˜axa
)
γ5 − 2
(
sa ∧ tb + S˜axb
)
iσab , (10a)
S = D@ =
(
S˜a + Rabyb + Pya
) −
γa − (sa ∧ ta + T˜aya) γ5 + 2(sa ∧ tb + T˜bya) iσab . (10b)
3 Or alternatively, from the traces of the matrix products, noting that for GL(n) matrices M1 and M2 we have 〈M1M2〉 =
Tr(M1M2) − Tr(M1)Tr(M2)/n. To display compactly the algebra (6,7,8) we have raised and lowered the indices of the
generators with the metric ηab, though elsewhere in this note we avoid that.
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Consider the gauge transformation
e =
+
e a
+
γa +
−
e a
−
γa +
1
2
ea
biσab − 12eγ5 + εI , (11)
where ηcaecb = ηc[aecb]. The gauge potentials transform as
δeta = − (d− p) +e a +ωba+eb − tbeba − tae , (12a)
δesa = − (d+ p) −e a −ωab−eb + sbeab + sae , (12b)
δeωa
b = −deab − 2ωc [aeb]c − 4
(
s[a
+
eb] − t[a−eb]
)
, (12c)
δep = −de− 2
(
sa
+
e a − ta−e a
)
, (12d)
δeq = −dε , (12e)
and the two GL-charged coordinate-scalars transform as
δex =
(
+
e a − ebaxb − exa
)
+
γa +
−
e axaγ5 + 2
−
e axbiσab , (13a)
δey =
(−
e a + ea
byb + eya
) −
γa − +e ayaγ5 + 2+e aybiσba . (13b)
We can check the transformations of the components ea and @a to verify that
• If we fix −e such that s = 0, the cotetrad transforms as δeea = −ebaeb + eea, in particular δ+
e
e = 0.
• If we fix +e such that t = 0, the tetrad transforms as δe@a = eab@b − e@a, in particular δ−
e
@ = 0.
Imposing both would essentially leave us with the centrally extended Weyl group (generated by the
central element 1, σab and γ5) properly gauged, and imposing one of the above conditions would leave us
with the centrally extended inhomogeneous Weyl group (which has either the
−
γa or the
+
γa as additional
generators) properly gauged. It is because the Cartan geometry is not reductive [14], that we need to
impose some restrictions on the solutions.
In either context4 we can embed the Cartan Khronon into the GL gauge theory. Using the
Cartan-Killing form (8), one can write an invariant Lagrangian four-form involving the GL curvature
and the Cartan Khronon as follows:
L = − i
8
(
〈xF ∧ yF〉+ 1
2
〈[x, y]F ∧ F〉 − 1
4
〈xy〉〈F ∧ F〉
)
. (14)
We have chosen the coefficients of the invariants such that by setting F→ R and ya → ηabxb (14) reduces
precisely to5 (2). We have not introduced a metric by hand, but its components gµν will correspond to
− 12 〈@, e〉 → ηabDxa⊗Dxb = gµνdxµ⊗dxν. The compatible connection is given by−2Γαµν = @aαDµeaν =
−eaνDµ@aα, whereas the connection of purified gravity is simply given by the same expression when
D → d.
4 There would be interesting alternative ways to proceed [13,23], but we need not be concerned with them in this note.
5 It seems evident that the equations of motion for sa and ta are trivially satisfied by sa = ta = 0. Note that the dilation invariance
is retained.
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Finally, we note that the GL Cartan Khronon can be considered as the single field z = (x + iy)/2.
This allows to replace (14) by
L =
1
4
(
〈zz∗F ∧ F〉 − 〈zF ∧ zF〉+ 1
4
〈zz〉〈F ∧ F〉
)
. (15)
If we also define æ = 12 (e + i@) =
1
2 (t + is) + Dz, the spacetime metric and connection will then
correspond to the GL-invariant objects i〈æ⊗æ〉 → gµνdxµ ⊗ dxν and i〈æ⊗D⊗æ〉 → Γαµν∂α ⊗ dxµ ⊗
dxν, respectively, in the above mentioned limit wherein (15) reduces to the Lorentz gauge theory (2).
To conclude, we have formulated a Cartan-geometric, polynomial GL gauge theory wherein
displacements are generated by an Abelian subgroup of the GL. The result, Eq.(15), extends General
Relativity by eliminating the need for dark matter and by incorporating a symmetric, pre-geometric
phase. Thus, we can combine the gratifying properties of a canonical displacement gauge theory and the
realisation of an observer space ála Cartan Khronon. It remains to be seen how far we may proceed with
unification from this basis. The challenges would be to assign the gauge fields of the particle interactions
within the GL connection and to join the Cartan Khronon and the Higgs that was observed in the Large
Hadron Collider into a single scalar. It could also be interesting to consider whether the GL gauge theory
could address the cosmological problems of dark energy and the (inflationary) beginning of the universe.
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